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WHERE'S CLARK KENT WHEN YOU NEED HIM? 
There's a Battle Being Waged for the Soul of America 
 
For nine years now, a critically-important battle has raged-- on American soil, but almost entirely outside the knowledge 
of most Americans. It is a battle that goes to the heart of the American experiment in establishing a political structure 
designed to serve individual liberty and the rule of law. On its outcome rests the success or failure of that experiment. 
 
Superficially, this battle is between an entrenched infestation of parasites long grown fat and sassy on others people's 
money, and those of the "other people" who have learned that their money-- and the power it represents-- has been 
being given up only due to their own ignorance about legal nuances of the income tax. But this is just the way the 
contest's deeper dynamic plays out in practical, mechanical terms. 
 
The real essence of the contest concerns the fundamental relationship between individual and State. That relationship, in 
all its different aspects, hinges on one simple issue: whether Americans are involuntary subordinate resources of the 
State, or whether the State is a subordinate resource of Americans. 
 
One possible outcome of the contest is the restoration of Americans to the status of sovereign, voluntary members of a 
political aggregation, participating because (and to the extent to which) they find their interests served thereby. That's 
the status the Founders intended to establish for themselves and those who came after them, out of respect for the 
principles of liberty, natural rights and self-determination. 
 
The alternative is what we're suffering under right now: the ever-more-thorough enslavement of Americans to the Hive, 
dictated-to and dispossessed at the will of whoever has captured the enthusiasm of the mob. That is how it will continue 
to go if the good guys fail to win this battle. 
 
The corruption of the American experiment that is the latter of these alternatives had prevailed unchecked for decades, 
until nine years ago, when a game-changing book appeared laying out the scam for all to see. The book is called 
'Cracking the Code- The Fascinating Truth About Taxation In America' (commonly abbreviated as 'CtC' by its readers), 
and as the title suggests, it reveals long-buried, astonishing, and supremely important facts about the federal tax 
structure. 
 
The revelations of CtC are not simply about the mechanisms and purposes of the Founders in establishing the limits to 
which all federal taxation must conform. Also revealed are the existing administrative structure by which federal taxes-- 
particularly the income tax-- remain in faithful conformity to the Founders' limits, and the astonishingly simple ways in 
which that structure is evaded and taxes are routinely misapplied by governments hungry for revenue. 
 
Since CtC's appearance in the summer of 2003, tens of thousands of Americans have become educated citizens acting to 
uphold the rule of law by restraining the State from mis-application of its limited taxing authority. These patriotic 
Americans have reclaimed and retained an estimated $1 billion so far-- a figure that grows weekly, just as does the 
number of those stepping up to this core civic responsibility. ($10 million or so from more than 700 instances of this 
reclaimed authority is on display at losthorizons.com in the form of scanned refund checks, "deficiency proceedings" 
closing notices, levy releases, lien releases and so on.) 
 
 
The Bad Guys Know What's Going On-- Everyone Else Needs to Know, Too. 
 
The reaction to CtC of those who deeply resent and fear the empowerment of individual Americans, and the 
corresponding restraint thus imposed on the Leviathan State through which they have been living via the "political 



means" (as opposed to via personal productivity) was swift. From even before its first edition was published in August, 
2003, the parasitic class was intensely interested in the book, the core of which had been posted as a white paper on 
losthorizons.com in December of 2002. 
 
The very week the book was announced, the IRS downloaded and printed the contents of losthorizons to be used as part 
of a prompt effort to suppress CtC. This printout appeared six months later as an "evidence" item in the first round of 
attacks by the IRS on the book, which took the form of four legal actions alleging that CtC was part of a "promotion of an 
abusive tax shelter", based on the proposition that it contains false or fraudulent information about the tax. 
 
These attacks sought injunctions in two federal district courts. All were ultimately defeated, with the Department of 
Justice moving both courts for their dismissal, and asking me for forgiveness of the costs the bogus assaults had imposed 
on me. 
 
The bad-faith character of these and subsequent attacks is illustrated by the fact that just before the first of these 
assaults, but well after preparation for them had begun, I received my first complete refund of all amounts withheld from 
earnings and given to the feds in connection with the income tax-- Social Security and Medicare taxes included. Shortly 
before the DoJ's motion for the dismissal of the last of these assaults, I received my second such refund. Both came only 
after considerable contact with the IRS concerning my filings. During the course of these attacks on CtC, readers of the 
book began securing their own complete refunds, in an ever-growing cascade that has gone on since without 
interruption. 
 
Despite the rapid-- and unprecedented-- defeat of these first assaults (and the plain and ongoing acknowledgement of 
the book's accuracy by the IRS and the tax agencies of 33 states that collect income taxes), corrupt elements in 
government have relentlessly persisted in attacking CtC, and doing everything possible to prevent more Americans from 
learning its liberating, individual-empowering, Leviathan-shrinking revelations. These attacks, and the occasional episode 
of prolonged tax agency resistance to the law over the years have put CtC-related issues into a few courtrooms. 
 
Most of the cases that have gone into court have been suits brought against balky tax agencies by CtC-educated 
American. The responses of both government attorneys and judges in these affairs has been generally characterized by 
evasions, pretenses and ploys (brightened by an occasional departure to one degree or another from this otherwise dim 
record). In the couple of cases in which the government has dared to initiate an action itself, a deeper corruption has 
been on display, as will be discussed in more detail below. 
 
All of the evasions and pretenses have constituted admissions by the government attorneys and judges, but in no case so 
far has a court stepped boldly into forthright and four-square acknowledgment of the truth. Sadly, this is not likely to 
change due to the sudden appearance of a white knight in a black robe, and no one should be waiting for one. 
 
There certainly ARE honorable judges, and I by no means intend to suggest the contrary. But it is also certainly true that 
current practices of law tolerate a full range of judicial behaviors, from strict respect for the letter and spirit of the law as 
written to corrupt "decisions" arrived-at by wildly creative contortions of ambiguous statutory language (or the pretense 
of perceiving ambiguity, anyway), and the use of a deep bench of precedential building-blocks of all kinds. Further, 
judges are not chosen based on their expected scrupulousness in restraining those who have appointed them. 
 
The fact is, the people must "get there" before it can be expected that the courts will arrive. This will only happen as a 
result of the spread of understanding of the truth. 
 
While the spread of the truth IS going on steadily at all times now, what we all really want is for it to happen RAPIDLY. 
THAT requires JOURNALISM. 
 
Odd though it may seem, one good story in the media will do more to grace you, your children and all of America with 
the enormous benefits of the liberating truth about the tax than all the legal briefs ever written. In fact, such a story may 
be the ONLY thing that'll really make a difference, when all is said and done. 
 
The briefs still need to be written and filed, for sure. But the story MUST be told. 
 
 
We All Need to Make a Sustained Effort (But We've Got the Easiest Possible Story to Tell) 
 
I NEED YOUR HELP IN GETTING THE STORY OUT!! 



 
I have my skills, but somehow, getting journalists to pay attention to this critically-important, time-sensitive story has 
proven to not be among them. I NEED YOU GOOD FOLKS TO ENLIST THE ATTENTION OF ALEX JONES, GLENN 
GREENWALD, LEW ROCKWELL AND OTHER HONEST, NON-BRAIN-DEAD JOURNALISTS. 
 
PLEASE figure out a way to sit them down at their computers and study the losthorizons.com 'Victories', Highlights and 
EWWBL pages! 
 
PLEASE figure out a way to put the CtC story firmly on their radar screens! 
 
You'd just be doing them a favor, in more ways than one. They ARE, after all, Americans, with just as much an interest in 
preserving the rule of law as you have. Further, the CtC story is the perfect red-meat-meal for any real journalist-- the 
exposure of the greatest and most harmful government scam in our history. 
 
The story is not just one of scandal; it is also rich with uplift-- the other form of journalistic gold. In revealing the scam, 
the same story also reveals the amazing benefits waiting to be realized by all Americans through the simple, harmonious 
expedient of removing the "ignorance tax" yoke from themselves and simultaneously restoring the strict adherence to the 
Constitutional plan under which America became the most prosperous country the world had ever seen. 
 
What's more, by illuminating the underlying legal realities controlling federal tax authority, this one story will enormously 
advance the rule of law on all other fronts, as well. Showing the limits of lawful government authority in one area (and 
especially one so basic as taxation) shows its limits in all other areas. 
 
It is a real tragedy that this story has yet to be aired. It's ironic, too, in that one reason this story hasn't been told is that 
those who ought to focus media attention on this subject are distracted by lesser government outrages which are 
themselves only made possible by the mis-application of the tax. 
 
In a further irony, unlike all these other, lesser State offenses, it is the truth about the tax that is actually the easiest to 
present and prove. 
 
After all, for over ten years now, I have painstakingly assembled a huge body of authority, evidence, logic, argument and 
concrete demonstrations of the fact that what 'Cracking the Code- The Fascinating Truth About Taxation In America' 
(CtC) teaches about the law is true and accurate, and is not only indisputable, but is undisputed. These include (among 
others): 
* The relevant words of the Constitution; 
* The words of the tax statutes themselves; 
* The relevant court rulings; and 
* The testimony and publications of legislative and executive department experts. 
 
In addition to all these words making clear that every possible authority agrees that CtC is correct, there is the huge 
volume of unambiguous practical evidence, such as: 
* The return-filing rates over the years from the inception of the tax in 1862 through the early 1940 when the scam took 
hold; 
* The frantic efforts by beneficiaries of the "ignorance tax" status quo to evade and suppress what CtC reveals about the 
tax without ever actually attempting to dispute it; and 
* The unending concrete acknowledgement of the accuracy of CtC in the form of nearly ten years now of (at least) tens 
of thousands of surrenders by the federal and more than 33 state and local governments to the truth it reveals. 
 
Do you know of ANY more comprehensively PROVEN and more unambiguously PROVABLE government violation of the 
law?  Sure, the government violates the law all the time, but what other violation is so deeply researched and handily 
packaged for unmistakable demonstration? 
 
Further... 
 
Do you know of ANY more fundamentally important government violation of the law? Do you know of any violation which 
is broader in its direct and pernicious impact on the rule of law and on every individual American, at least as an 
immediate and  practical matter? 
 



Sure, many of the other violations committed by the State are serious and substantial. But none of them go so directly to 
the very heart of the relationship between citizen and government. 
 
Nor are any of those other violations the lifeblood of all their relatives, as is the proposition that the State can strip you of 
your resources for its own use (and in order to do so, can surveill your every economic act and invade your privacy 
without pre-established cause; can seize your property without trial or evidence of any lawful claim; and can [or so it now 
asserts] order you to create claims on its behalf and swear yourself to believe them valid). What we're talking about here 
is the taproot of the unrestrained Leviathan State. 
 
Certainly the character and particulars of government efforts to stem the CtC tide makes clear that the STATE, at least, 
recognizes the absolute, unparalleled importance of the mis-application of the income tax to its lust for dominance and 
unfettered power over you. Surely journalists can be made to recognize this, as well! 
 
Surely it can be made clear that THERE IS NOTHING but a corrupt drive for dominance and exploitation behind the 
slavering, frantic no-holds-barred behavior of the State in response to the revelations of CtC. After all, it is obvious that 
concerns about revenue are not behind the behavior of the State. If the American people really want the federal 
government to have the trillions it now secures through the mis-application of the income tax, they will approve the 
collection of that amount by the uncomplicated, uncontroversial alternative of a regular apportioned direct tax. 
 
The only difference would be that an apportioned direct tax provides no occasion for federal poking around in any 
American's finances or other private affairs. It creates no pretexts for seizures of property. It offers no opportunities for 
the feds to grant special favors to "special friends". In short, an apportioned direct tax is incorruptible, and proof against 
panderers, power-brokers and nanny-state busybodies. 
 
Thus... 
 
The CtC story is the story of the most systemic governmental corruption in service to the most sustained, pernicious and 
ruinous exploitation of average Americans by an entrenched infestation of parasites in this country's history. What's more, 
that this is so is more thoroughly documented and readily demonstrated than any controversial or officially-disfavored 
truth ever has been. 
 
Indeed, the government itself has never denied or disputed the truth about the tax revealed in CtC. Rather, it has 
acknowledged that truth in every possible way. 
 
These acknowledgements include endless positive acknowledgements like the continuous refunds, the declarations of 
legislative and Treasury Department experts, rulings by the Supreme Court, and so on. They also include elaborate 
negative acknowledgements, in the form of persistent and consistent government failure to attempt to dispute anything 
CtC asserts. 
 
 
A Failure To Acknowledge Is NOT A Disputation, and A Failure To Dispute IS An Acknowledgement 
 
Even more than the positive acknowledgements (which a shameless denier can pretend to be just a ten-year-long series 
of tens of thousands of identical "mistakes"), the dodges and evasions by the executive and the courts are compelling 
evidence of the truth. As numerous courts have said, ""'The law creates a presumption, where the burden is on a party to 
prove a material fact peculiarly within his knowledge and he fails without excuse to testify, that his testimony, if 
introduced, would be adverse to his interests.'" Meier v. CIR, 199 F.2d 392, 396 (8th Cir. 1952) (quoting 20 Am Jur., 
Evidence sec. 190, page 193)." Gray v. Great American Recreation Association, Inc., 970 F.2d 1081 (2nd Cir. 1992). 
 
Here are some great examples: As briefly mentioned earlier, within 6 months of my publishing CtC, and in between my 
first and second complete refunds, the IRS brought four actions in two different federal district courts accusing me of 
"promoting an abusive tax shelter". This is a broadly-deployed charge based on the proposition that claims are being 
made about the income tax which are incorrect and encourage or facilitate the filing of invalid claims on tax returns. Such 
charges have been routinely used scores of times to penalize and secure injunctions shutting down the websites and 
activities of "tax honesty gurus" of all kinds over the years. 
 
In MY case, though, things didn't go that way. I met with the IRS agents who had launched these assaults, answering 
questions but producing nothing in response to their subpoenas for the production of all books, papers and records which 



were within IRS examination authority because nothing of mine or my company's was within that authority. The only 
thing I gave the agents was a copy of CtC for them to read (though they said they already had one). 
 
I also responded to each of the suits with briefs making clear that the government was going to have to try to prove its 
allegations. Within eight months of these actions being launched, the DoJ moved both courts to dismiss them all. 
 
Similarly, when the steady spread of the truth about the tax prompted the government to launch a widely-publicized 
"lawsuit" against my wife and me claiming that the 2002 and 2003 refunds made to us had been "mistakes" (in an effort 
to discourage others by implying that CtC was incorrect), the government didn't even try to produce evidence supporting 
its allegations that we owed it any tax for these years. 
 
Instead, the government apparently relied on the judge presuming that its allegations HAD been established as true (or 
not caring). This was a safe bet, as it turned out. 
 
In our very first time in her courtroom three years after she had issued a "summary judgment" in the case, the judge let 
slip that she had somehow read our sworn "No!" to the government's allegations as actually being a "Yes". This served as 
a convenient, if incomprehensible pretense on which to base a "victory" for the government without even so much as a 
single hearing in the case, and without the government ever being required to produce any evidence. 
 
Taking a step deeper (and implicitly admitting the fraudulence of treating our "No" as a "Yes") the judge, at the 
government's request, ordered Doreen and me to actually SAY the mystical "Yes" the judge had somehow seen-- and to 
do so over our own sworn signatures and on forms which would conveniently consign to oblivion the ones on which we 
had plainly said "No!". (We are in appeals seeking to get this insane ruling vacated, although efforts to enforce it ceased 
a year ago after this was filed.) 
 
I trust that the implications of these contrivances and contortions escape no one. Clearly the DoJ attorneys and judge 
would never soil themselves so plainly and unfragrantly if not to defend an unlawful interest incapable of being defended 
in any other way (and one of prime importance to their, or their master's, gravy-train, and one facing an existential threat 
from the revelations of CtC). 
 
Had the government any actual basis and authority for its contentions, it would have produced them without hesitation. 
Were they sufficient, we would then have lost the case despite our denials and disagreements, which the judge would not 
have found herself needing to misread as affirmations. There would be no need for contrivances and evasions, nor for the 
outrageous attempt to obviate the government's deficiencies by forcing us to endorse its allegations. 
 
Then there is the "criminal" assault on me... 
 
The "lawsuit" against my wife and me was obviously not a good-faith effort to pursue a legitimate government claim 
against us. Rather, it was an effort to frighten away those who had learned the truth about the tax, and keep them from 
invoking that truth and upholding the law. However, none of these good folks were fooled or intimidated. 
 
Tens of thousands of educated claims and rebuttals were filed and honored during and after the years in which this bogus 
"lawsuit" proceeded. Refund check after refund check, Notice of Deficiency abandonments, zero-income transcripts, levy 
releases, lien releases and even the returns of garnisheed money were posted on losthorizons.com, along with, in many 
cases, the complete filing that produced them. 
 
So, in 2009, after failing to get cooperation out of three separate grand juries, the government produced an unsigned 
indictment form charging me with ten identical counts of having said on tax-related forms that I did NOT believe myself 
to have engaged in taxable activities while really (the indictment alleges) I DID believe that I had. A trial ensued. 
 
According to the specifications in these charges, the government had to prove that my reports were actually false. No 
government witnesses testified to this effect. 
 
The government had to prove that my allegedly false reports were material to determining my tax liability. "Material" was 
never mentioned throughout the entire proceeding until the jury instructions. 
 
The government had to prove that the allegedly false, allegedly material reports were willfully made in a deliberate 
violation of a known legal duty. No witness testified to any such thing. 
 

http://www.losthorizons.com/PostReplyRenewedContempt.pdf


BUT, the judge refused to let the jury see the actual specifications of what was to be reported on the documents 
involved, specifications that make clear that my reports were correct. This despite both me AND the jury demanding that 
it be furnished the real language. 
 
Instead the jury was told that "for purposes of this case", it had to use prosecution-written "interpretations" of these 
definitions. Those "interpretations" were carefully constructed to suggest that my reports were false, and that if I had 
seen the definitions of which these "interpretations" were purportedly faithful reflections, I would have come to the same 
conclusion and thus must have acted "willfully" in making the reports I did. 
 
Further, over my objection the jury was told about the summary judgment in favor of the government in the "lawsuit" 
discussed above. It was encouraged to imagine that this ruling represented a well-founded impartial, evidence-supported 
conclusion that I (and my wife) HAD engaged in taxable activities; that I had to know that I had engaged in such 
activities because I had been sued and had "lost"; and that therefore my reports should be seen as willfully false. 
 
The government was also allowed (again, over my objection) to give the jury hundreds of pages of government filings in 
the civil suit, and the text of the rulings issued by the judge who treated our "No" to be "Yes" and thereby "found as 
facts" that everything the government alleged was "true". The government was excused from having to put anyone on 
the stand to introduce and be confronted and questioned about either the documents or the case. 
 
Thus, the government's inability to produce evidence supporting its assertions in the lawsuit-- and its attempt to cover up 
this defect by having my wife and me ordered to relieve it of the burden of proof it plainly could not carry-- was kept 
from the jury's view. What was actually an admission by the government that it cannot dispute CtC or my filings was 
made to look as though the government HAD disputed them and had won the dispute in a valid adversarial contest.  
 
No such contrivances were deployed on the "material" issue, but the judge, in refusing to dismiss the case on my motion 
after the prosecution had made its complete presentation without the term being mentioned even once, communicated to 
the jury the clear impression that this element wasn't one needing to be proven. Many other improprieties compromised 
this "trial" as well-- they can be found discussed in depth at http://losthorizons.com/CrimAppealBrief.pdf. 
 
The sordid but telling fact is that at no time throughout ten years of assaults has any dispute of CtC been attempted, nor 
has anything been presented purporting to support the government's pretended disagreement with CtC or any CtC-
educated filing or claim for the return of property. All that has ever been trotted out on behalf of any of the government's 
bad-faith assertions are raw corruption and evasions. 
 
 
The Legal System Can't Be Relied Upon To Uphold The Law On Its Own 
 
I can only speculate as to reasons for the media's failure to have long-since picked up on what is plainly the story of the 
century and an unquestionable career-maker for the journalist who grabs it and runs with it properly. This has long 
mystified me. 
 
I have to suspect that sporadic expressions of tax agency antipathy to the truth, the willingness of other agencies like the 
DoJ to represent that antipathy, and the willingness of certain courts to allow and even participate in expressions of that 
antipathy are the cause. This "official" behavior simply pushes right out of the minds of most observers even the most 
voluminous and in-depth evidence that these expressions and representations are merely bad-faith pretenses and ploys. 
Indeed, it keeps the damning evidence from ever being examined in the first place. 
 
Enthralled by lifelong conditioning, most observers default to a mindless faith in official rectitude. Even for any journalist 
that may have seen it-- but without a guide to walk him through the cognitive pitfalls-- all the evidence that CtC is right 
about the law won't forestall a persistent question of, "If this is true, why don't the officials admit it, or at least abandon 
resistance to it? Surely the government wouldn't persist in making, and the courts persist in tolerating, attacks on it if it 
was right?" 
 
Just articulating such a naive question should suffice to answer it. After all, consider famous recent instances of 
prosecutorial and/or judicial misconduct. Think of the Duke Lacrosse team rape case; or the McMartin Day Care 
prosecutions. Think of Daniel Ellsberg's case; or the judge in Pennsylvania who was convicting and committing juveniles 
to a prison camp in exchange for kickbacks from its operator. 
 



Think about my own cases just discussed (and about which a more in-depth, documented discussion can be found at 
losthorizons.com/ADocumentedCtCSuppressionHistory.pdf). Only someone utterly disconnected from reality could fail to 
know that corruption and fraud are no strangers to American courtrooms. 
 
Unfortunately, despite the fact that everyone SHOULD know better, human nature works against open-eyed common 
sense in the face of "official" lies. As a real expert once explained: 
 
"It would never come into [most people's] heads to fabricate colossal untruths, and they would not believe that others 
could have such impudence. Even though the facts which prove this to be so may be brought clearly to their minds, they 
will still doubt and continue to think that there may be some other explanation." 
-Adolf Hitler 
 
Further, the "ignorance tax" beneficiaries have labored long, hard and well instilling fear and confusion about the taxing 
power in American minds. Thus, it's natural for anything contrary to an "official" position to be rejected in an involuntary 
mental spasm. 
 
Lifelong conditioning transforms "there MAY be some other explanation" in Hitler's insight into "there MUST be some 
other explanation" where the income tax is concerned. It is only slightly overstating the case to say that the prospect of 
confronting the rabid junk-yard dog which the IRS has long-cultivated as its image prompts shallow breathing, the flight 
reflex and the generation of internal white noise beneath which normal, grown-up skepticism at self-serving government 
pronouncements vanishes without a trace in most people. 
 
Self-inflicted cognitive crippling in regard to the income tax is assisted by widespread ignorance about how the American 
legal system operates. That system isn't at all as it appears on 'Law and Order'. 
 
The fact is, our legal system is adversarial-- relying on each side to vigorously attempt to secure its PREFERRED 
OUTCOME-- as pointedly distinct from the CORRECT outcome. That isn't to say that sometimes one side's preferred 
outcome isn't also the correct outcome, but it is certainly the case that something approaching 50% of all positions 
argued in court are NOT advocated on behalf of the "correct" outcome. (I allow for a little ambiguity on the 50% figure 
because theoretically, at least, there ARE certain cases in which there legitimately are two "correct" outcomes.) 
 
But not only does nothing prevent an incorrect position from being advocated, and even upheld, but our system is 
completely accommodating of such practices, and properly so.  After all, no one in their right mind would want some 
"authority" to be picking and choosing what positions can and can't be adopted and advocated. What this means, though, 
is that nothing can be concluded about the "correctness" of a position merely because some entity or another takes it up 
or advocates on its behalf. 
 
Consider, for instance, the "telephone tax" scam, by which the federal government fleeced billions of dollars from 
American pockets for decades. This fraudulent extraction was based on a self-serving IRS treatment of a word in the law 
as having a broader meaning than it really did (much as "income" is treated as meaning more than its special tax-law 
definition any time the agency can get away with it). 
 
The IRS' gratuitous mistreatment was NEVER lawful or correct, BUT... 
 
The agency ran with the misconstruction for decades, collecting lots of money not actually owed to the government at all. 
Throughout this period the tax was attacked as invalid in many lawsuits, albeit generally on other grounds. No judge or 
government attorney ever observed, acknowledged or conceded this or any other flaw in the tax. 
 
Even after the misconstruction was finally made the focus of suits attacking the tax the DoJ vigorously defended the false 
definition in trial after trial. The department's attorneys behaved in every respect as though the whole United States 
government firmly believed the INCORRECT reading of the word to be correct. 
 
Eventually, six circuit courts all ruled against the government's "interpretation" of the law. The government finally 
recognized that its golden-egg-laying goose was cooked, and the decades-old "telephone tax" rip-off ended. 
 
The government even issued nominal refunds of the prior three year's worth of improper extractions to anyone making 
the claim on a special line on 2007 tax returns. Those willing to go to the trouble to work out the actual amount 
erroneously collected during the preceding three years were furnished forms for that purpose and could end up with a 
much higher refund. 



 
All this happened in 2005-2006. Do you remember the national press conference in which the Secretary of the Treasury 
took the podium and apologized to everyone for decades of improper extractions? Do you remember when the Attorney 
General expressed his regrets to all those Americans that his agency had strenuously opposed in lawsuits, characterizing 
them as "tax protestors" and worse, and costing them small fortunes in legal expenses, time, trouble and frustration? 
 
You don't? 
 
No surprise. There was no such press conference; there were no such apologies. 
 
Desperate to maintain the protective fiction that the United States is the authorized and proper judge of its own actions, 
the federal courts and executive departments will almost never admit themselves to have done wrong, at least in the 
sense of having acted without justification. As in the "telephone tax" example, the government and its courts will ALWAYS 
take the position that anything the State has done is justified and to be defended and upheld as presumptively correct, 
whether there is any legitimate basis for this position or not. 
 
This rule of presumptive correctness and shameless self-defense at all costs will be applied equally to the crudest 
pandering and the highest-minded statecraft. The 'system' defends itself with equal zeal and self-righteousness in all 
cases, even when doing so is flatly wrong and corrupt. 
 
Thus, the mere mounting of a government defense of its own positions, or a court outcome in favor of those positions, is 
not at all an indicator of their legitimacy. Indeed, that defense or outcome aren't indicators of even a good-faith belief by 
anyone that those positions are legitimate. 
 
Not only will attorneys-- especially government attorneys-- advocate ANY position they are asked to present, but a court 
is only obliged to rule on the issues actually brought before it. Only in specialized circumstances is a court even nominally 
obliged to act on its own initiative to see to it that any given case is resolved in proper accordance with the law. 
 
Typically, unless squarely presented with a question, a court will leave the question unaddressed and can do so with 
impunity, even if it knows that it is the question that really should be being asked and answered in order to lead to a 
proper outcome. Further, a court can "creatively" construe, or "misunderstand", a question that IS presented squarely. 
 
This latitude increases higher up the judicial food chain, since the Supreme Court has nearly unfettered discretion to pick 
and choose which cases it hears, and is asked to hear many times more cases than it has time for each year. Therefore, it 
is only an explicit holding by the high court (as opposed to a mere denial of cert allowing a lower court ruling to stand, or 
any lower court ruling of any kind) that even approaches a definitive, hanging-our-hat-on-it judicial position on any issue 
of law. 
 
In short, judicial outcomes by themselves, other than outright Supreme Court holdings, are NOT indicative of what is 
true, right or lawful about either side's position in a controversy; or even indicative of the government's or the court's 
good-faith opinion on the matter. 
 
This is not to say that a correct judicial outcome is impossible, or even unlikely. The government itself knows this very 
well, and fears it very much. 
 
This fear is the reason the "criminal" assault on me had never been attempted before and has never been repeated 
against anyone else despite even the government's own admission in my trial that tens of thousands of filings functionally 
identical to mine have been processed since 2003, as the government itself was forced to admit in my trial-- filings and 
resulting victories for the rule of law which continue to this day. The "ignorance tax" crowd doesn't dare try the same 
game another time, and risk the law enjoying a bit more respect in another case. 
 
However, this is beside the point. The courts CANNOT be relied upon, nor should they be. Institutions created by the law 
are not the proper judges of their own delegated authority, nor proper judges of the authority delegated to their fellow 
branches of government. 
 
Upholding the people's law is the responsibility of the people themselves. But in order for people to take up this 
responsibility, they must be told about the violation of their law. 
 
 



Clark Kent, WHERE ARE YOU? 
 
In time, Americans will look back on the Great Income Tax Scam as one of the seminal offenses of the 20th Century 
United States government, and its unraveling as one of the most important events of the 21st Century. Restoring the 
application of the income tax to only its proper objects will shrink back to safe and sustainable size the overgrown State 
which otherwise will soon be the bloody and horrific murderer of our great experiment in enjoying the full measure of our 
individual, natural rights under the security of a true rule of law. 
 
We (or our kids) will look back on our great accomplishment with pride, gratitude and respect-- IF indeed we have done 
the unraveling and restored the rule of law.  But if we don't do it NOW, it won't get done at all, because our chance will 
have passed. Then no one will look back with pride, or with anything but bitter curses for the blind mice we will have 
proven to be. 
 
There is only one way in which the unraveling is going to get done: from the ground up. It is NOT going to happen by the 
sudden epiphanies of those benefitting from the scam. 
 
Some of those now supporting the scam may well abandon their bad behavior upon becoming aware of the truth about 
the tax. By no means are all participants deliberate malefactors. Most, even most judges and attorneys, know little or 
nothing about the subject that wasn't taught to them by equally ignorant law-school professors. 
 
But a transformation within the ranks of the bad guys can't be counted on, and it certainly won't happen spontaneously, 
in any event. The truth will prevail unresisted only when so many Americans know it that continued denial by corrupt 
elements in government becomes obvious and inexcusable malfeasance. 
 
In short, the word has to spread to and through private citizens first, who will then instruct and discipline their servants in 
government. 
 
The CtC community has been engaged in that word-spreading process for nine years now, with admirable commitment 
and wonderful success. But one solid, honest story by a competent journalist with a reasonably "bully pulpit" could 
duplicate that success a hundred-fold or a thousand-fold at a single stroke, and the follow-up and wagon-jumpers would 
make that increase a million-fold in short order. 
 
I SEEM INCAPABLE OF PROMPTING THAT ONE HONEST STORY. I don't know why. 
 
Perhaps it is my writing style. Perhaps I just say too much when attempting to elicit the interest of journalists. 
 
I am so immersed in the subject, and so personally-affected right now, and HAVE so much to say that it is hard for me to 
know what is too much and what is not enough. This is especially so because I don't understand the persistent silence of 
the media. Instinctively, it seems to me that this could only be because I have left something unexplained, or 
unremarked. 
 
Maybe my veracity is simply being doubted because of my personal interest both as the author of CtC and as the 
lightning-rod now taking strike after strike from those seeking to evade the law and keep their gravy-train rolling.  
Certainly both things could prompt suspicions, and I wouldn't blame anyone for them. 
 
But the hard evidence-- enormous amounts of it-- takes this all out of the realm of mere assertions and into that of hard, 
demonstrated fact. Is it possible that no journalist has ever looked at that evidence? Sadly, it is. 
 
Ask yourself this: If, 7 years ago, someone had told you that the "telephone tax" was being improperly applied, and huge 
amounts of money was being wrongly collected thereby, would you have put off anything else on your agenda so as to 
get educated on that issue, and discover if there were any truth to what you were told? Probably not. 
 
Here there is vastly more at stake, and what's more, there is the accumulation of years-worth of rock-hard  
acknowledgements by some 40 government tax agencies-- federal state and municipal-- in every conceivable form. But 
why would someone believe any of that without looking at the evidence, and why would anyone look at the evidence 
without already believing? 
 
Overcoming that conundrum is the challenge. Again, I seem unable to do it. I need you to do it, somehow. 
 



Please try. 
 
***** 
 
A Word About The Presidential Race 
 
As the Republican primary process continues, I think it is important to point out a few salient characteristics distinguishing 
all of Dr. Paul's opponents (as well as Barack Obama) from the good doctor himself. Unlike Dr. Paul, each of these others 
suffers from: 
 
* A child-like view of money, and an adolescent disrespect for superior knowledge; 
 
* A naive belief that the State can assume more and more power while remaining the people's trustworthy servant rather 
than inevitably becoming an 800-lb. gorilla forcefully acting for the private benefit of those who direct it, at the expense 
and to the harm of everyone else; 
 
* A paranoid obsession with scrutinizing, recording and restricting other people's movements, associations, speech and 
private behavior; 
 
* A voyeuristic interest in poring through other people's personal communications; 
 
* A depraved indifference to the suffering and deaths of innocent people in other countries who look, speak or live 
differently from themselves; 
 
* A sadistic enthusiasm for torture, and a psychopathic ability to rationalize its practice, even if only by proxy; 
 
* A sociopathic resentment and contempt of all moral and legal restraints on the State power they seek to wield, even 
those restraints that are explicit parts of the very Constitution by which the State's existence is authorized; and 
 
* A delusional certainty that we should be RULING THE WORLD! even while 43 million of us are collecting food stamps, 
18-20% of us are unemployed or under-employed, the State is more than $15 trillion in debt and the country is rapidly 
locking down into a police-state. 
 
SUPPORT RON PAUL-- the only presidential candidate who is not insane. 




